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For the false alarm rate, false negative rate, training time and other issues of SOM neural network algorithm, the 
author Gives an improved anomaly detection SOM algorithm---FPSOM through the introduction of the learning rate, 
which can adaptively learn the original sample space, better reflects the status of the original data. At the same time, 
combined with the artificial neural network, The author also gives the intelligent detection model and the model of 
the training module, designed the main realization of FPSOM neural network algorithm, and finally simulation 
experiments were carried out in KDDCUP data sets. The experiments show that the new algorithm is better than 
SOM which can greatly shorten the training time, and effectively improve the detection rate and reduce the false 
positive rate. 
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1.Introduction 
Intrusion detection is an important defense technology in network security, which collects and analyzes 
a number of critical information from the network and host to test whether there were violations of 
security policy events or attacks, and alarms the events that have been detected. Currently, the common 
technology about intrusion detection has two kinds: misuse detection and anomaly detection. Various 
studies show that the neural network is an effective tool and instrument in network anomaly detection. 
One SOM (self-organizing map) network has been highly valued by researchers because of its ability to 
map the high-dimensional space data into low-dimensional space effectively and the advantages of simple 
structure. But the detection rate and false alarm rate, training time and other factors of SOM neural 
network algorithm still cannot meet the requirements of intrusion detection performance, these problems 
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of neural networks are still hot and difficult. In such cases, The author presents a modified SOM 
algorithm--- FPSOM (Fast Parameterless SOM). 
2.SOM Neural Network Algorithm and FPSOM Algorithm 
2.1.SOM Neural Network 
Self-organizing feature map is proposed by Kohonen in 1982 which is a non-directed and a two-tier 
neural network. A brief description of the training process is as Fig.1. 
Assume that the input layer consists of d-dimensional vector data dX R , output layer consists of K 
neurons, and the number of input neurons is the same with the dimensions of input data. First, to initialize 
the neural network, which mainly determine the learning rate function, the value of initialized connection 
weight vectors, the size of neighbour domain and the number of learning T. 
 
Fig. 1. The structure of SOM neural network 
At time t, input training sample ( )X t   to the neural network, and use the competition algorithm about 
Minimum Euclidean distance to select winning neuron c in the neural network. 
( ) min ( ) , 1,2, ,c jjX t w X t w j k  
 
Determine the winning neighbor domain , ( )c jh t  and update all of the connection weight vectors of 
neighbor domain as follows: 
,( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ))j j c j jw n w n a t h t X w n   
Here  ( )a t  shows the learning rate at time t, , ( )c jh t   shows the neighbor domain function of winning 
neuron c. This process continues until a certain condition or the value of connection weight vectors no 
longer change.  
Learning rate and winning neighbor domain are the two most important factors of SOM network in 
studying. Numbers of experiments show that winning neighbor domain of SOM network , ( )c jh t  and 
learning rate ( )a t  decrease with the increase of learning time which makes learning better, and the SOM 
network is also more likely to form a better self-organized feature map. However, how to adjust the 
learning rate ( )a t  and winning neighbor domain , ( )c jh t  about SOM network with the increasing about 
learning time t? Yet there is not a reasonable theoretical guidance, which is only by means of experience 
or gets a better experimental parameters through experiment. And this is a major defect of SOM neural 
network. Followed by, SOM neural network gets victory neurons after adjusting weight vectors. Due to 
neglecting larger error performance neurons, the adjustment process easily falls into local optimum. And 
for determining the size of the winning neighbor domain, it also lacks of theoretical basis. 
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2.2.FPSOM Algorithm 
The idea of the FPSOM algorithm derived from this fact: the weight vector adjustment algorithm 
should not depend on the number of training cycle, it should depend on the topological structure of the 
adaptive input data space.  Algorithm is aimed at making the neural network do adaptive learning with the 
direction of input data consistent. The following description of the problem is given. In time t the input 
vector ( )X t  from the original data space, the weight vector is w  ,then 
2
( ) ( )
( )
( )





( ) max( ( ) ( ) , ( 1))cr t X t w t r t  
 
2
(0) (0) (0)cr X w  (1) 
Here ( )t shows that the Standard Euclidean distance from the input vector to the nearest weight vector 
(the weight vector between winning neuron vector and input vector) at time t. The distance responses the 
extent of the neural network adapting to the original data space. If the value of ( )t is too large, the 
adaptability of the neural network is not good; the contrary, if the value of ( )t  is too small, then the 
adaptability of the neural network is good. 
 In the stage of weight adjustment, in order to eliminate the influence about the choice of the 
initial weight vector and the number of output neurons on the results of the training, we select the weight 
adjustment strategy as follows: 
( 1) ( ) ( )( ( ))j j jw n w n a t x w n  (2) 
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ( , ))( ( ))j j jw n w n a t K d x j x w n  (3) 
Here, (2) shows the adjustment algorithm of winning neuron, (3) shows the adjustment algorithm of 
other neurons. And ( )a t is learning rate, which can be replaced by ( )t  through 6th refs. ( )a t  is only 
concerned with the initial weight vectors and the original data space, which has nothing to do with the 
number of training cycle. ( ( , ))K d x j is Annealing function which can choose from Quadratic function of 
kernel, Triangle kernel and Gaussian kernel. Generally we use the Gaussian kernel.  
The Gaussian kernel is as follows: 
2 ( , )( ( , )) d x jK d x j e  
 
( , )d x j  is the distance between input vector x and output neuron j. While for (2), as eliminating the steps 
to find winning neighbor domain and new use for learning rate function more easily converging to the 
original data input space, it can reduce the number of training cycle. Therefore, the algorithm can 
effectively improve the training rate and greatly shorten the training time.  
Now, giving a complete description of FPSOM algorithm: 
Input: training data set dD R , FPSOM neural network and initial parameters. 
Output: the trained neural network is the FPSOM. 
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Step 1: Initialize neural network parameters, including the c s changes about 
threshold (or the number of training cycle), the number of enter neurons m, the number of output 
neurons n and random initial connection weight vector.  
Step 2: Input the centralized data about training data to neuron network.  
Step 3: Choose the most competitive neurons c of x by the Minimum Euclidean distance rule in SOM.  
Step 4: calculate ( )t  according to (1), and serve it as the learning rate ( )a t .  
Step 5: Adjust the weight of the most competitive neuron c according to (2), and  
weight besides the mos  according to (3).  
Step 6: Repeat the second to the fifth step till all the data in the training data enter neural network.  
Step 7: Repeat the sixth step till it meet , 1,2,3......jw j n (or presupposed training cycle).  
These are the basic steps of fast no-arguments SOM algorithm. For this algorithm, the use of ( )t  in 
(1) in place of the learning rate ( )a t  makes ( )a t  no longer subject to the impact of the training cycles, but 
 initial weight. The strategy used in the fifth step is based on all neurons with 
different weights learning strategies which let the adjustment weight no longer be limited to winning 
neighbor domain. So it avoids falling into local optimum and can greatly improve the computational cost 
of finding the winning neighbor domain. And the new use of learning rate function can be used to achieve 
convergence process rapidly at the same time. 
3.FPSOM based Anomaly Detection Model 
3.1.Built the Model  
In the intrusion detection systems which are based on anomaly detection, anomaly detection modules 
and misuse detection modules can work together. When network data came in the sensor network, it uses 
the misuse detection module to check firstly. For s high detection speed and accuracy 
rate, you can detect whether the data contains attacks combined rules effectively. If you cannot determine 
whether the data is aggressive, the data can be transmitted to the anomaly detection module for detection, 
and anomaly detection module analyzes the data to obtain the result finally. Then the results will be 
returned to the appropriate module. 
The author uses the neural network as an intelligent testing tool to build a neural network-based 
anomaly detection model. The model is divided into two parts: the training phase and testing phase. Fig. 2 
shows that in the upper half of the schematic diagram, training phase is anomaly detection module in 
intrusion detection which is used to collect on the practical application training sets for training. Work 
includes the following sections: 
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Fig. 2. The anomaly detection model based on neural network 
 Training data: Collect data which can reflect the daily transfer from the network, including data 
of normal behavior and abnormal behavior. It mainly collects network connection on the network, 
and then analyzes and processes the network connection to form the training data which is used 
for building data set that is used for anomaly detection in normal behavior and abnormal behavior 
module in the detection stage.  
 Data Preprocessing: In order to avoid a characteristic data having an impact on the classification, 
characteristic data must be selected for processing.  
 Neural network: First initialize the fast no-arguments neural network, and then input preprocessed 
data as input data to neural network. When the neural network training is completed, save the 
neural network parameters for later use.  
The lower half of fig.2 shows the main work of the detection stage:  
 Data acquisition: Data acquisition module is responsible for monitoring the collection of raw 
network data packets from the sensor network segment. It includes the network data in the link 
layer, network layer and transport layer of the data element information and so on.  
 Data Preparation: This is the conversion on the collection of data packets of the network, whose 
finally processed format should be consistent with the input data format of the neural network.  
 Detection and analysis module: This module is used the trained neural network in training phase 
to test the data which is for testing. If the test is abnormal, alarm; and then record the test results 
and write into test file.  
 Detection log file: The module is mainly deal with the test results, including alarms, generate log 
files and so on. 
3.2.Realization of FPSOM Algorithm 
For anomaly detection based on neural networks, the design of algorithm handles a direct impact on 
the overall performance of detection module, so the quality of an algorithm can handles a direct impact on 
the results of detection whether it can meet the demand of practical applications. For the training module, 
In front, the author gives the idea of the algorithm process FPSOM. Its data structure is similar to SOM, 
but the determination of neurons and the adjustment of the weight vector are not in the same way.  
When the neural network training is completed, take the trained neural network as input part of the 
detection module. Then we use the trained neural network to do anomaly detection on the real-time data 
packets. In the detection part, we use two main detection algorithms: multi-class detection and single-
class detection. 
4.Simulation and Result Analysis 
In order to ensure the experimental persuasiveness and convenience, we use the benchmark evaluation 
data sets Kdd 99 which is generally recognized and widely used by Research fields to test. Kdd'99 data 
sets include 4,898,431 connection records, 3,925,650 of which is the connection with the attacks on the 
record. They include four types of attacks: DoS (denial of service attacks), R2L (remote user 
unauthorized access to the local), U2R (illegal access to super-privilege attack) and Probing (probe 
attack). 
In this experiment in order to illustrate the superiority of FPSOM algorithm, we have made the 
classification testing of data sets Kdd'99, and given a test result based on the standards of SOM and 
FPSOM, and the purpose is able to effectively illustrate the proposed algorithm is more advantaged than 
the standard SOM. Index used here is the detection rate of general international (true positive rate, the 
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false alarm rate (false positive rate) and the training time as the standard. Software environment in 
experiment used VC + +6.0, and the hardware used 1.60G Core Duo processor, 512M memory. 
In this anomaly intrusion detection experiment, first, do pre-processing for data sets Kdd 99, process 
the mostly appeared noun type data according to their occurrence frequency; then do data pre-processing 
for numeric type data of data sets with normalization methods; last input the processed data to SOM and 
FPSOM for training. And then use the trained neural network to classify all the data on the test set. In the 
experiment, four kinds of attacks and normal data types were classified testing. Division method is based 
on the class that the majority of these family members belong to. Data distribution shown in Tab.1, the 
experimental results shown in Tab.2, Tab.3 and Tab.4. 
Table 1. The Distribution of Experimental Datasets 
 DOS U2R R2L Probe Normal Sum 
Training set 3037 30 4404 1157 15000 23628 
Test set 7037 58 5404 2157 59052 73708 
Table 2. Detection Rate 
Attack Type SOM Neural network FPSOM Neural network 
DOS 6880/7037(97.8%) 7012/7037(99.6%) 
U2R 32/58(55.2%) 40/58(69.0%) 
R2L 5100/5404(94.4%) 5180/5404(95.9%) 
Probe 1908/2157(88.5%) 1997/2157(92.6%) 
As can be seen from Tab.2: FPSOM algorithm for detecting DOS, R2L, Probe brings good results. 
However for the R2L, the result is not ideal, which may be due to reasons of limited training samples that 
we cannot have the effective and comprehensive grasp of the characteristics of R2L. From Tab. 2, Tab. 3, 
Tab. 4 can be drawn: FPSOM algorithm in terms of detection rate, false alarm rate and training time 
about standard SOM makes a performance improvement. It s mainly because that the fast s use 
of new learning rate can reflect the structure of the input data space better, thus it can more accurately 
reflect the characteristics of the input data and can be more conducive to computer to test data. In the 
weight vectors adjustment strategy, we used different strategies to adjust for the different probability of 
all neurons, both can avoid falling into local optimum, and can speed up the training process of neural 
network. 
Table 3. False Positive Rate 
 SOM Neural network FPSOM Neural network 
Normal 900/59052(1.5%) 700/59052(1.2%) 
Table 4. Training Time 
 SOM Neural network FPSOM Neural network 
Training time 
 (ms/ Sample) 0.035 0.028 
5.Conclusion 
The proposed FPSOM algorithm in this article is a method based on the standard SOM algorithm 
which has been improved. It uses the new learning rate function and introduced from a global study. New 
adaptive learning rate can adjust to the input data model, and the adjustment of weight vectors can avoid 
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being trapped in local. In the preliminary test of intrusion detection, it shows that the algorithm can 
s disadvantages such as long time training and high false 
alarm rate. It can also improve the detection rate. 
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